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Summary

When humans noticed that most stars appeared to stay in fixed pattern in the sky, they realized that a few moved against this background. They called these wandering stars, or planets. Over the centuries, our knowledge of these has vastly increased and, in the process, our understanding of the system as a whole has changed. Five hundred years ago it was realized that the Earth was not the center of the Universe, but was a planet that orbited the Sun. Other members of the solar system have been discovered. Two hundred years ago, objects were found orbiting the Sun between Mars and Jupiter, with Ceres being the largest. Initially these were called planet, but when it became evident that they were very numerous, they became minor planets (or asteroids). Originally it was thought that all the planets were physically similar to the Earth. We now know that there are great differences between the various planets.

Fifteen years ago, a second swarm of bodies was discovered beyond Neptune and first became known as the Kuiper Belt, but the general population is now more widely known as trans-Neptunian Objects. It soon became evident that Pluto was part of this swarm. Large objects have been discovered in this region, with one at least, named Eris, being larger than Pluto, while Haumea and Makemake are nearly as large. All of them are smaller than seven of the moons that orbit the planets. With these discoveries it became clear that our terminology relating to planets needed re-visiting and a new category, called dwarf planets was defined. At present, Pluto, Eris, Haumea, Makemake and Ceres are the five dwarf planets. Four of these orbit beyond Neptune and have been given the collective name of Plutoids.

Planets have also been discovered orbiting around many other stars. Hence the story of the planets is a still evolving story with almost certainly many more changes to come.

1. Introduction

When humans first studied the heavens, they noticed that most of the points of light in the night sky appeared to be arrange in patterns that stayed constant with the passage of time (the whole pattern moved across the sky each night, but the pattern itself stayed the same). These patterns were regarded as representations of recognizable things, mostly of animals (including humans, fish and reptiles) or inanimate objects. We still recognize these patterns or Constellation today and most of us can easily find Orion and the Great Bear in the Northern night sky or the Southern Cross in the Southern Sky. Studying these constellations was important to ancient civilizations for the position on the horizon of their rising or setting told them the seasons. They also noticed that seven objects did not remain in any pattern, the two great lights of the Sun and the Moon as well as five others which we now call Mercury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter and Saturn. These moving lights were called wandering stars or Planets. Even though they wandered amongst the fixed stars, it was soon realized that they remained within 9° or so of the path of the Sun across the sky (the ecliptic) and this band within which they moved was called the Zodiac.
Other lights appeared in the night sky at random times and also seemed to follow random paths. These lights often had an extended tail and Eastern Astronomers called them ‘broom stars’. Western culture called them hairy stars or ‘comets’. Because of their unpredictable nature, these were often regarded as bearers of bad news. So, up until about 500 years ago, the heavens had stars which were fixed, planets that moved within the Zodiac and Comets, which were utterly unpredictable.

This chapter deals with the story of our expanding knowledge of what was then called planets, objects that moved in a predictable fashion against the starry background. We discuss not just their motion, but also their physical characteristics.

2. The Copernican Revolution

About five centuries ago, our understanding of the heavens changed completely when in 1543 Copernicus published a book called De Revolutionibus. In this book he proposed that the Earth was not the center of the Universe around which everything else, including the fixed stars, revolved but rather that it was only one of a number of bodies that orbited the Sun. The definition of a planet simply as a wandering star was no longer workable and a new definition of a planet as a body that orbited the Sun was accepted. According to this new understanding, the Sun and the Moon both ceased to be Planets while the Earth became one. Thus, the number of planets dropped from seven to six. These, in order of increasing distance from the Sun being, Mercury, Venus, Earth, Mars, Jupiter and Saturn. Though the terms ‘ecliptic’ and ‘Zodiacal Band’ remained in use, the meaning behind the terms changed, the ecliptic now being the plane in which the Earth moves around the Sun rather than the actual path of the Sun, while the fact that all the planets moved within the Zodiac implies that the orbits of all of them lie in planes that are close to the ecliptic plane.

A new type of object, namely a Satellite: - the Moon, was also recognized for the first time. This, for the time being at least, made the Earth an anomaly amongst the planets as it was the only planet with a moon.

Figure 1. The Earth-Moon system (Credit NEAR Spacecraft team)

However, this anomaly did not last too long, for in 1610 Galileo Galilei discovered that Jupiter had four moons, now called the Galilean satellites of Jupiter and named Io, Europa, Ganymede and Callisto. In 1656, Christian Hugens found an explanation for the
curious changes in appearance of Saturn, where appendages appeared and disappeared. Saturn was surrounded by a very thin flat ring.

So, by this time, a picture of the Solar System was emerging where the Sun was being orbited by a number of planets, all moving in nearly the same plane on near circular orbits and where these planets could in turn have satellites or moons orbiting them. This development is often portrayed as the result of a battle between two theories and the outcome decided by choosing the simplest. This is not really the case; it was as much the result of new technology, namely the glass lens leading to the invention of the refracting telescopes that were capable of observing fainter objects, not visible with the naked eye, producing new facts that were difficult to incorporate into the old theories.

3. New Telescopes - New Discoveries

The development of the refracting telescope was only the start of a new era in observational astronomy, for in 1663 James Gregory proposed a new design, the reflecting telescope. Variations of this were also proposed by Cassegrain and Isaac Newton. The reflecting telescope had two main advantages over a refracting telescope. First, light is reflected off two mirrors rather than passing through a lens before entering the eye-piece thus reducing loss of photons. Second, larger telescopes could be built as the telescope tube needed in a reflecting telescope is much shorter than that required in a refracting telescope since the light passes up and down the tube of a reflecting telescope. In practice, this meant that much fainter celestial objects could now be detected using a reflecting telescope.

3.1. The Titius-Bode Law

Aside from the main theme of improving technologies leading to new discoveries, we should briefly discuss a curious theoretical development, leading to an alleged law, the Titius-Bode law, which also played an important part in the motivation for discovering new objects in the Solar system. It should however be stressed that very few astronomers believe that the law actually has any scientific basis. In 1702 Gregory, a professor at Oxford University noted quite correctly that the distances of the known planets from the Sun were roughly proportional to the numbers 4, 7, 10, 15, 52 and 95. In 1766 Titius, a professor at Wittenberg University, slightly altered the set of numbers but also pointed out that they could be written as $4, 4+3, 4+6, 4+12, 4+48$ and $4+96$. Further, the added part was part of a sequence, $3, 3	imes2^2, 3	imes2^4$, and $3	imes2^5$ Note that at this time they were not written in terms of the Astronomical Unit (The mean Sun-Earth distance), but as integers. To get the distance in astronomical units a division by 10 is called for. There is a gap in this sequence at $4+24$ (or $4+3	imes2^3$) or 2.8 AU and Bode stated that a planet lay undiscovered orbiting at this distance from the Sun. The next discovery was not at this distance however, but much further out.

3.2. The Discovery of Uranus

In 1781, William Herschel was using his reflecting telescope to examine the brighter stars one by one in order to familiarize himself with the night sky. In the constellation of Gemini he found a ‘star’ that appeared anomalous, and which he described as either a
nebulous star or perhaps a comet. This turned out to be a new planet, the first ever discovered since the dawn of time, and is now know as Uranus. This discovery restored the number of planets to seven, the number before the Copernican revolution.

The distance of Uranus from the Sun was, astonishingly, proportional to \(4 + 3 \times 2^6\), or 19.6 AU, the next distance in the sequence proposed by Bode. This discover had two immediate effects, the sequence of Bode was given the status of a law, and efforts were re-doubled to find the missing planet corresponding to \(4 + 3 \times 2^3\) in the sequence. In response to this, the court astronomer in Gotha, Baron von Zach, organized a team of 24 leading astronomers throughout Europe, to search for the missing planet. Each was assigned a portion of the Zodiac to monitor for any strangers and the team was given the name ‘celestial police ’. As often happens however, their plans were overtaken by events, the object they were to look for being discovered before they could get going.

### 3.3. Four New Planets

On New Year’s Day 1801 (the first day of the nineteenth century) Piazzi discovered an eighth magnitude ‘star ’that appeared to be moving relative to the background stars. Another planet had been discovered and its distance from the Sun (2.77 AU) was, also remarkably, very close to the Bode prediction of 2.8 or 2.8 AU. The object was named Ceres (and is now one of the dwarf planets - see later). Herschel studied Ceres with his large telescope but he could not detect a planetary disk, suggesting that Ceres was smaller than our Moon. Between 1801 and 1807 three further planets were discovered and named Pallas, Juno and Vesta. Herschel could not find a disk for any, they were star-like in appearance and so Herschel coined a term ‘asteroid ’ for these objects. Despite Herschel, they remained as planets for 40 years and in this interval there were consequently eleven planets in the Solar system.

![Figure 2. Asteroid Itokawa. (Credit & Copyright: ISAS, JAXA)](image)

### 3.4. The Discovery of Neptune

As has often since proved to be the case, once a discovery is announced, earlier observations of the object comes to light. This was the case for Uranus, both Flamstead
in 1690 and Meyer in 1756 had observed the planet but had failed to notice either its motion or its ‘fuzziness’ and recorded it as just another star. Such pre-discovery observations are often useful for they allow a much more accurate orbit to be determined. With observations of Uranus covering a time-span of more than 100 years it became possible to produce a good orbit for it. Using this orbit, predictions were made for the location of Uranus on the sky at given dates. However the observed position of Uranus soon began to diverge from these predicted position, and by the 1830’s Uranus was moving well outside any error bars on the orbit resulting from the observations. In two papers to the Paris Academy of Sciences in 1865 and 1846 Le Verrier presented the hypothesis that the discrepancies were caused by the gravitational perturbations of an additional planet orbiting the sun beyond Uranus. This planet was assumed to be at a distance corresponding to the next space in Bode’s sequence, and Le Verrier concluded that in June 1846 its longitude from the Sun was 325°. Unaware of each other’s work Adams in Cambridge was also working on the same problem with much the same assumptions as Le Verrier. Adams concluded that in September 1845 the longitude of the possible planet was 323°.34. Adams persuaded Chalis to search for the planet, a task which he undertook, but with little sense of urgency. In the meantime, Le Verrier had persuaded observers at Berlin observatory to search, a search that proved successful and the twelfth planet, Neptune was discovered. Neptune, according to Bode’s law should have been at a distance proportional to $4 + 3 \times 2^7$, or 38.8 AU. In fact Neptune was nowhere near this distance being only 30 AU away from the Sun, a fact that was ignored by supporters of Bode.

3.5. The Asteroid Belt is discovered

At nearly the same time as the discovery of Neptune, a further ‘planet’ was discovered orbiting between Mars and Jupiter. This marked the beginning of an explosion in the number of bodies discovered in this location. One hundred years after the discovery of the first (Ceres), more than 450 were known and the invention of photography allowed the discovery rate to increase even more. By 1960, the known number was well over 2000 and at the present time the number has reached an astonishing total of more than 150000. These are the objects which Herschel wanted to call Asteroids and indeed the belt in which they are located is commonly called the asteroid belt. However, the international astronomical community decided that the official name for them would be minor planets, a name that survives still. Eventually bodies were discovered that were not between the orbits of Mars and Jupiter. Basically there were two groups, those that crossed the orbits of Mars and hence could become close to the Earth and those on the same orbit as Jupiter. All of these are also minor planets and are popularly called Near Earth Asteroids and Trojan Asteroids.

Thus, early in the twentieth century there were eight planets, Mercury, Venus, Earth, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus and Neptune together with nearly 500 minor planets. There was no well defined boundary between the two, and indeed it was probably not necessary as Mercury, the smallest planet with a diameter of 4879 km was very much larger than Ceres, the largest minor planet (asteroid) with a diameter of 940 km.

3.6. The Discovery of Pluto

As more observations of Uranus came in, it appeared that the inclusion of Neptune as an
additional perturber did not completely remove the discrepancy between the predicted position of Uranus based on its calculated orbit and its observed position. This naturally lead to the speculation that another planet was present somewhere beyond Neptune, with believers in Bode’s law thinking that it should be at \(4 + 3 \times 2^{8}\) or around 77 AU.

Tombaugh at Lowell Observatory conducted a systematic search for this planet using a blink comparator (a device that allowed him to flick between two images to make the finding of moving object easier). He spent 14 years on the task, observing some 90 million objects. Most were of course normal stars, but nearly 4000 were moving. All but one of these was moving so fast that they were undoubtedly objects in the main asteroid belt. But one, observed in 1930, was moving very much slower than Neptune and so must be beyond Neptune. This object was assumed to be responsible for the additional perturbations on the orbit of Uranus and so must be large, several times larger than Earth, and thus a proper planet. It was given the name Pluto. So the number of planets increased to 9 and, with Pluto assumed to be larger than the Earth, no thought was given to the distinction between planet and minor planet. Pluto however did not move within the Zodiaic.

3.7. The True Size of Pluto

With additional observations, the mean distance of Pluto from the Sun at about 40 AU was established. (Note that this is very far from the distance predicted by the Bode sequence). Some astronomers had doubts about the assumed large size of Pluto. It was very faint for a large object at a distance of only 40 AU, but even in the 1950, in standard books giving the sizes of objects, Pluto was recorded as being larger than the Earth. Through the 60’s and 70’s as more observations became available, the quoted mass of Pluto was slowly decreasing, but it was not until a moon of Pluto, now called Charon, was discovered that the true size of Pluto became clear. It was actually only one sixth \((1/6)\) the mass of our Moon and having a diameter of 2300 km, very much smaller than the next smallest planet, Mercury (diameter 4879 km). It was however still larger than the next largest known object in the Solar System, Ceres the then largest minor planet (or asteroid) with a diameter of 940 km. Consequently the problem of the distinction between minor planet and planet was not re-visited at this time.

4. Trans Neptunian Objects

The next set of discoveries in the Solar system arose from the study of comets. Edmund Halley showed that comets were members of the Solar System family orbiting the Sun but moving on eccentric orbits. Consequently, as bodies on such orbits move very slowly when far away from the Sun, most comets spend most of their lives in the more distant parts of the Solar System as inactive objects. However, when comets venture into the inner Solar System they have tails, sometimes very spectacular ones. These tails are formed because the comet nucleus becomes heated by solar radiation as it approaches the Sun causing the ices to sublime with the resulting released dust and gas escaping to form the tail. This implies that the comet nucleus looses mass and comets generally have a loss rate in the general region of \(10^{29}\) atoms per second, mostly as water. This converts to a mass loss rate of about 3000 kg s\(^{-1}\). Of course, this mass loss only takes place when the nucleus is near enough to the Sun for Solar heating to cause
sublimation. Thus on average a comet is only active for about two months and so the
total mass loss per orbit is about $10^{10}$ kg. Since the typical mass of a comet nucleus is
about $10^{14}$ kg, a comet nucleus can not last for more than 10000 returns, and in many
cases may be much less. With a typical period of a few hundred years, comets that
penetrate into the inner solar system can only last for a fraction of the age of the Solar
System. Hence all the comets we know of at present are fairly new to the inner solar
system, and, if they formed at the same time as the remainder of the system, must have
been stored somewhere away from solar heating for most of their lives. In 1950, Jan
Oort postulated that they were stored in what is now termed the ÔOort cloudÕ at 40 000
AU or more from the Sun. The distribution of the orbital element, in particular the
inclination, of the long period comets match what is expected for objects originating in
the Oort cloud, but the distribution of the short period comets does not, all essentially
being in the ecliptic. This discrepancy was known for a long time and was usually
attributed to the fact that short period comets experience large perturbations from
Jupiter and Saturn, causing them to essentially orbit within the ecliptic plane. This effect
is real, but when large scale numerical simulations became possible in the late 1980Õs it
became apparent that the numbers of short period comets in the ecliptic was far greater
than the number that could be accounted for by these perturbations and an additional
source for short period comets was required. At about the same time as Jan Oort had
postulated his cloud, Edgeworth and Kuiper had postulated that a belt of objects could
exist somewhere beyond Neptune, but until the short period comet problem emerged,
little attention had been paid to their postulates by most astronomers.
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